What the Next Generation of Art
Collectors Should Know about Risk
Preserved animals as conversation pieces. Canvases covered in chewed bubble gum. Five-fgure
acquisitions completed on a cell phone. New media, new genres, and new channels are just a few
of the ways in which art collecting can difer for the next generation.

Emerging markets and exciting new media may appeal to
younger collectors, but they can present unexpected risks
as well. If your clients are among the one in fve wealthy
individuals who collect fne art1 (US Trust Insights on Wealth
and Worth 2016), understanding what, why, and how your
clients buy can help you better protect their investment.
From Bubble Gum to Bodily Fluids
Next generation collectors have largely shifted their focus away
from Impressionist or Modern works and toward Post-War,
Contemporary and Emerging artists. Some of these 20th- and
21st-century works present new stewardship challenges as
artists explore new media.
Consider, for instance, Marc Quinn’s “Self” series. Frozen
portraits of the artist’s head are made from 10 pints of his own
blood; a new iteration is created every fve years. Described
by Quinn as a “frozen moment on life support,” these works
evoke the fragility of existence, and are displayed in special
refrigerated cases requiring uninterrupted power.
Other artists have used food products, like chocolate, cereal, or
bubble gum as mediums in their artwork. The resulting works
may change over time as materials dry out and fade – often an
intended consequence, yet one that requires expert attention to
care and preservation. Infestation and spoilage are potential
hazards any time an artist utilizes food products in their art,
and temperature and humidity controls must be monitored to
help minimize deterioration.
Taxidermy and other animal preservation methods may not
be mediums one might expect to interest the next generation
of collectors, but they have been incorporated into works by
several renowned contemporary artists, like Damien Hirst and
Maurizio Cattelan. Collectors should consider risks such as
infestation if items are improperly preserved, or the potential
for fre attendant with combustible liquids like formaldehyde,
which Hirst often uses in his vitrine works.

These examples illustrate how artwork made with novel materials
can present unique considerations in terms of care. The usual
environmental controls, such as lighting and climate, remain vital
but may need to be adjusted to ft the composition of the piece.
In addition, some of these works may be subject to what insurers
call “inherent vice” – a quality of a work that contributes to its
natural deterioration. It is important for collectors to know that
inherent vice is a common insurance exclusion.
As an advisor, these challenges also represent opportunity. Given
next-generation preferences for consultative services, connecting
your clients who collect this type of art with experienced
professionals can help you deepen your relationships.
Art conservators, for instance, can help identify unstable
materials or inherent structural issues of a particular piece
before a collector makes a purchase. They can also consult on
ideal display conditions to protect and preserve even the most
delicate works. Art handlers can advise on the most appropriate
installation hardware based on a work’s size and characteristics.
After installation, art handlers should be consulted on a regular
basis to determine whether picture wires and hanging devices
have weakened over time, putting works at risk. Risk advisors can
help collectors identify and minimize art risks, from transit to
storage to display. They can also advise collectors on insurancebuying needs and decisions.

It’s About the Idea

Art as Investment

Conceptual art – another art form popular with next-generation
collectors – difers from other forms in that the idea is more
important than the work itself. When your clients purchase a
piece of conceptual art, they receive a certifcate of authenticity
with a detailed set of instructions on how to create the work.

For the next generation of collectors, art remains a passion, and
that passion drives their purchase decisions. However, many
wealthy collectors are increasingly viewing art as an investment
as well. According to the 2016 U.S. Trust Insights on Wealth and
Worth, 20% of those with net worth of $5 – 10 million invest
in art as a diversifcation strategy. That fgure rises to 23% for
those with net worth of more than $10 million.2

Once purchased, the artist, studio, or new owner will have
the piece installed according to the artist’s plan and direction.
Because the concept is the most important part of the work,
conceptual artwork can typically be “re-created” as needed –
for example, artist Sol LeWitt’s series of “wall drawings” can be
installed, destroyed, and reinstalled in new locations, as long as
the original diagram and instructions are followed.
Since the value of this artwork lies in the concept rather than in
the physical work itself, a lost certifcate translates to lost value.
Some artists (or their foundations, if the artist is deceased) will
reissue certifcates, but others will not. Clients who purchase
conceptual art should keep the certifcate in a secure place to
maintain its value.
Art Democratized
In addition to collecting new media, many next-generation art
collectors are purchasing art through new channels. They are
using Twitter, Instagram and other social media platforms to
gain access to art world insiders and educate themselves with
“behind the scenes” information. A “like” from a well-known
curator or auction house specialist can validate an emerging
artist and help expand awareness of their work.
Travel to major art centers such as New York or Los Angeles
is no longer a necessity – collectors can engage directly with
galleries and museums online. And with sites like Artsy, they
can take curated online tours of art fairs they can’t attend in
person.
Purchasing art that hasn’t been physically seen has its risks. If
your clients buy online, encourage them to request a condition
report and provenance information before making a purchase.
It’s also important to ask about packing and shipping, since
transit is a major cause of loss or damage to art. The seller
should be using a shipper that specializes in fne art rather than
a general carrier.

Millennials are a generation that entered the workforce
around the time of the 2008 fnancial crash, and studies have
shown the lasting impact of that event on their investment
approach. Less than 30% of this generation’s wealth is invested
in stocks, and, as opposed to prior generations, they prefer
physical assets and cash, according to “Millennial and Wealth
Management, Trends and Challenges of the New Clientele.”
If your clients are building an art portfolio for investment
purposes, it’s important for them to have a plan for care,
maintenance, and insurance. Some investment-minded
collectors may be more likely to store their art rather than
display it at home, and the growing fne art storage industry
refects this trend. Others may lend artwork to museums to
raise a work’s profle and build up its provenance. Clients
whose art moves frequently are typically more exposed
to shipping losses. Those who lend or consign art need to
understand whose insurance is covering their piece and
whether that coverage is adequate for the exposure. Points to
consider include whether a borrower or consignee’s policy
provides “wall-to-wall” coverage, worldwide, for most causes of
loss. Collectors should also work with their insurance carrier to
review details regarding security and protection at these
locations.
In many ways, next-generation art collectors are like the
generations before them: aesthetically motivated, passionate,
and discerning. Understanding how they are diferent, and how
these diferences afect their risks, will position you to provide
valuable insight that helps them to protect and preserve their
possessions for years to come.

1 US Trust Insights on Wealth and Worth 2016, page 26.
2 US Trust Insights on Wealth and Worth 2016, page 28
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